
 

Private Label Manufacturing

We currently provide this service to a Fortune 10 customer.   Also termed Contract Manufacturing, our Private Label service 
allows our customers to fully integrate their manufacturing, sales, operations and shipping requirements under one roof.  
We operate as an extension of your business, utilizing 100% of your processes, standards and requirements.  In addition to 
the manufacturing requirements, we manage all supply chain aspects including procurement and inventory control coupling 
them with sales order processing.  Add in 100% dedicated personnel, equipment and buildings and a comprehensive Private 
Label Manufacturing service is presented to our customers providing a myriad of cost, delivery and customer service benefits.

Industry All

Part/Assembly Type Unlimited

Testing Parameters Any

Long Term Agreement Available

Production Mix/Volume Low/Medium/High Mix
Low/Medium/High Volume

Turnkey Services
Our Turnkey Services plan allows for a segmented integration into your manufacturing process providing specific solutions 
to specific problems.  In today’s world of constant cost cutting and the streamlining of the manufacturing process, Turnkey 
Services continue to be the answer for many of our customers.  The ability to reduce costs and shorten lead times for 
individually machined items is a key element in your critical decision process. Our ability to combine all the necessary 
services needed for assemblies and subassemblies, including outside processes, functional testing, shipping, supply 
chain management, and inventory control provides you and your business the competitive advantage you are looking for!  

Outside Services Utilize ours or use customer 
approved vendors

Certifications To Customer Standards

Testing Capabilities Any

Production Mix/Volume Low/Medium/High Mix
Low/Medium/High Volume

Integrated Supply Chain
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Electro/Mechanical Assembly
A core competency of the MIC Group has been developed during our many years of providing Electro/Mechanical 
Assembly to our customers.  We begin by supplying the key mating parts to mechanically based assemblies and 
subassemblies manufactured customer dictated standards. To support the final product requirement, we also provide 
assembly of electrically based components such as wire harnesses, connectors and other non-mechanical aspects of our 
customers assemblies. The internal capabilities to provide both of these services have been of high value to our partners.

Certification IPC-J-STD-001C

Certification WHMA-A-620

Certification IPC-A-610

Integrated Supply Chain


